At bfim Industrial Division, our approach is to focus on what we do best - providing turnkey construction services for our customers in the following areas:

- Insulation
- Refractory
- Scaffolding
- Coating & Lining
- Fire Protection

Focusing on these segments for more than 25 years helped us build a core of knowledge that provides our customers with:

**Industry Expertise** - we understand the markets we serve and how the projects we execute impact our customer’s business. Whether it’s Oil and Gas, Petrochemical, Power, or Steel and Cement, we have the knowledge and experience that enable us to offer our customers the best solutions for their needs.

**Solution Based Approach** - the projects we execute are time bound. During the course of any project, difficulties may arise. Our expertise gives us the ability to provide solutions quickly, keeping the project on schedule and within budget.

**Project Excellence** - our operational execution coupled with our extensive experience allow us to provide our customers with superior quality, high safety standards & within their budget. bfim obtained ISO 9002 Certification in 1998, the first company in the Kingdom’s Insulation Industry to obtain this. Our focus is to delight the customers.
**Insulation**

*bfim* excels in the fabrication and installation of thermal, cryogenic and acoustic insulation for large and small bore, pipes, equipment, boilers, storage tanks, spheres, exchangers, evaporators, refrigeration systems, and turbines etc.

Since its beginnings in 1981, *bfim* has transformed itself into one of the Kingdom’s largest Insulation contractor. Employing a dedicated Project Management Team, we have successfully completed Millions of Sq.meter of Insulation in the past few years, where combined manpower requirements at peak periods in multiple projects have been in excess of 2200.

*bfim* is a ‘one stop shop’ for all Insulation needs. We stock wide range of Insulation Materials, Acoustical Insulation Materials, Aluminum, Stainless Steel & Aluminized Steel Jacketing, and Insulation Accessories such as Stainless Steel Banding, Wing Seals, Glass Cloths, Joint Sealers, Adhesives and Mastics etc. *bfim*’s Raw Materials plus associated fabrication are all in accordance with ASTM standards and specific Customer requirements. *bfim* is the Sole Agent in Saudi Arabia for Pittsburgh Corning Foamglas since 1984.

*bfim* has expertise in providing the specialized insulation works including Cold Box Perlite Filling, Chilled Water Tank Insulation, Turbine & Boiler Insulations etc.
Refractory

bfim, in partnership with Harbison Walker, locally manufacture under license of renowned ANH range of Refractory Castables and Wet Mortars, offering short lead times and the optimum freshness for items which have a limited shelf life. ANH family includes A.P Green, North American Refractories and Harbison – Walker Refractories.

bfim produces complete range of Insulation Castable, Dense Castable and Mortars to fulfill the needs of a wide range of customers and all our products are backed up by a full technical service, comprising of instantly accessible information, material selection and advice as well as practical on-site support. bfim has been supplying these locally produced Castables to Aramco & Sabic since 1994.

bfim also has a licensee agreement with Thorpe Products Company USA, the original inventors of Z BLOK Modules, to manufacture, install and market Superfold TM / Z Blok module in the middle east. We are supplying modules to Aramco, Sabic & EPC Contractors since 2003.

bfim has more than 20 years of experience for doing Refractory jobs in the Kingdom. We have been successfully doing Shutdown, Revamp and New Project Refractory Jobs with our well-equipped Refractory Installation Team. Now bfim is capable and providing COMPLETE TURN KEY SOLUTIONS for Refractory to the customer including DESIGN, ENGINEERING, SUPPLY and INSTALLATION with technical backups from our principal companies.
Scaffolding

Since 1981, bfim has been an industry specialist in scaffold safety, efficiency and technological applications. We deliver temporary access solutions to our clients faster and at a lower cost, allowing them to get their plants back on line or their facilities in operation as quickly as possible.

bfim is Saudi Aramco Certified General Bid Slate (GBS) Scaffold Specialist Contractor. Our expertise extends with the following specializations and adheres to particular standards:

a) Structural design and calculation for scaffold assemblies to any height.
b) Suspended and Cantilever Scaffold at any height.
c) Erection of Independent Run and Birdcage Scaffold.

When you use bfim for your temporary access needs in critical path environments, you will have safe access, on time and on budget. Our Specialists (includes qualified Structural Engineers) are trained and experienced in meeting the special needs of turnarounds and outages. bfim has a proven track record of being able to efficiently mobilize large crews and scaffolding material, accomplish our work safely and demobilize to get facilities back in action faster, saving time and money.
Coating & Lining

bfim offers a full range of industrial coating and lining applications. Surface preparation is of paramount importance for industrial coating contracts. Tolerances are critical with mineral abrasive blasting having to be performed to exacting standards.

Precise procedures and new application technologies combined with years of experience have earned bfim the reputation for being a top quality coating applications contractor.

Our experience ensures that our customers receive the highest standards and best practices in each and every project we undertake. Our commitment to worker safety and environmental protection is unsurpassed in our industry.

Anti-corrosion Lining

bfim executes specialized Anti Corrosion Lining works making concrete & steel capable of working in highly aggressive media including

- Sulphur Pit Lining
- Rubber Lining
- Beka Plast Applications
- Epoxy Coatings
**Intumescent Fireproofing**

Intumescent Fire proofing coating is a new method of choice for protecting steel and metal structures that is gaining popularity amongst clients because:

- Chartek 1709 is ideal for the protection of onshore structural steel assets from the effects of hydrocarbon pool fires

- Provides corrosion protection and passive fire protection in a single system

- Long term corrosion protection Chartek 1709 has extremely low water absorption and as a result significantly reduces the corrosion rate of steel under fire proofing that can compromise steel load bearing capacity & it’s a 100% volume solids.

- Chartek 1709 increases the time before any major maintenance is needed. This reduces inspection costs and the risk of downtime due

- Greatly reduced thickness and lower installed weight compared to other passive fire protection systems

- Increased productivity through elimination of welded pin application and optimized mesh requirement
**Maintenance Services**

bﬁm undertake both Long and Short Term Service Contracts for the maintenance of Thermal Insulation, Refractory & Fireproofing, including the provision of Scaffolding where required. The Scaffolding Services of bﬁm is approved by both Saudi Aramco & Sabic Group of Companies.

bﬁm has a team of qualified and experienced personnel, with appropriate modern equipment and readily available materials, making customer satisfaction an achievable objective. bﬁm has the capability & possess a long history of providing Products & Services for unplanned emergency shut downs, assisting customers to reduce costly downtime.

The major maintenance concern of High or Low Temperature Insulation Systems should be the promptness in locating and repairing localised damage, to avoid costly heat loss and prevent further Pipework and Process Equipment problems. For this reason inspection of Insulation Systems and Refractory Linings to identify defective and damage should be carried out on a regular basis.
Metal Jacketing

With the Focus on Insulation for more than 30 years along with expertise of more than 2400 skilled personnel, bfin has initiated various measures to meet increasing demand for commercial as well as industrial sector.

bfin; Licensee with Ideal Products of Canada—“Ideal Products of Middle East” is set to produce Aluminum Roll Jacketing for the protection of thermal insulation used primarily in refineries, power plants, chemical facilities paper mills and also commercial chilled water piping. IPME will be supplying Aluminum Metal meeting ASTM B-209 standards. Moisture Retarder Aluminum Jacketing is available in smooth and stucco embossed, and in 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 mm thicknesses.

Lamination Plant with state of the art facility has been setup at Rahima. Facility for Fabrication of Aluminum Coils to desired shape is an added advantage at the plant.

IP Affiliations/Memberships

- NATIONAL INSULATION ASSOCIATION
- THERMAL INSULATION ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
- THERMAL INSULATION ASSOCIATION OF ALBERTA
- MASTERS INSULATION ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO
- WESTERN INSULATORS CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

Proud Member of NIA, TIAC and WICA
Contact Us

**HEAD OFFICE:**
Binzagr Building P.O.Box 96, Dhahran Street
Al Khobar 31952, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 13 864 0980
Fax: +966 13 893 8130

**INDUSTRIAL DIVISION:**
Insulation Division:
E-Mail: insulation@bfim.com.sa
Refractory Division:
E-Mail: refractory@bfim.com.sa
Scaffolding Division:
E-Mail: scaffolding@bfim.com.sa

---

**BRANCHES**

**JUBAIL FACTORY**
P.O. Box 10669, Jubail 31961
Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 (0) 13 341 1331
Fax: +966 (0) 13 341 1337

**RAHIMA FACTORY**
P.O. Box 179 Rahima 31941,
Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 (0) 13 667 3116
Fax: +966 (0) 13 667 2580

**YANBU**
Yanbu Al Saniyah
Behind Of Ali Al Masad Red Brick Yanbu
P.O BOX - 30884
Tel: +966 - (0) - 14 391 6712
Fax: + 966 - (0) - 14 391 8602
Mobile: +966 - (0) - 50 684 4167

*SCAN QR CODE FOR LOCATION MAPS*